Companion Documents
How to Successfully Advocate for Hearing Loops, A Step-by-Step Guide
Get in the Hearing Loop Toolkit Handbook

Literature
☐ 1. Hearing Loss Facts and Statistics
☐ 2. Are You Hearing Everything You Could?
☐ 3. A Guide to Understanding Hearing Loops
☐ 4. GITHL Brochure for Venues
☐ 5. Providing ADA Mandated Communication Access
☐ 6. How Does a Hearing Loop Work? IHLMA
☐ 7. Best Practices for Hearing Loop Installation
☐ 8. Assistive Listening System Checklist
☐ 9. Best Practices to Install a Hearing Loop System that Meets the IEC Standard
☐ 10. Why Meet the IEC Standard for Hearing Loop System Installation
☐ 11. Summary 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design

Signage, Postcards, Small Cards, Posters
☐ 12. GITHL Logo, poster
☐ 13. GITHL Logo, branding
☐ 14. Sample Signage
☐ 15. Ask Your Audiologist, postcard
☐ 16. HEAR HERE, postcard
☐ 17. Ask for Hearing Loops, small card
☐ 18. Hearing Loop Educational Posters (2)

Additional Information
☐ 19. Sample Request for Communication Access for People with Hearing Loss
☐ 20. Comparison of Large Area Assistive Listening Systems
21. Theater or Concert Hall Sound Mixing for People with Hearing Loss
22. Sample Request for Proposal for Hearing Loop System
23. Basic Hearing Loop PowerPoint Presentation
24. Presentation Notes for Basic Hearing Loop Presentation Slides
25. Sample list of installed hearing loops available on HLAA GITHL groups.io

**Google Maps Toolkit**
26. Google Maps Now Includes Hearing Loops, blog post
27. 5 Actions to Promote Hearing Loops on Google Maps
28. How to Find Hearing Loops in Google Maps, 1-minute video
29. Write a Review of Hearing Loops on Google Maps
30. Contributing Hearing Loop Photos in Google Maps
31. Submit hearing loop location information, online form

**Hearing Health Care Providers Toolkit**
32. Help People Hear in More Places
33. Telecoil Fact Sheet, AAA
34. Guide to Looping Your Community, Audiology Practices
35. New Top 10 Reasons for Audiologists to Join HLAA & Membership Form
36. Hearing Loop Equipment for Professional Offices
37. Using Google Maps in Your Professional Practice